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Introduction

The term ’marginalist revolution’ in the history of economic thought refers to the transition period from

classical political economy to neoclassical economics during the period of 1870 to 1890. In this period,

economic thinking significantly changed. The novelty of the new era was threefold. It manifested in the

adoption of the utilitarian value concept, in the disciple’s process of claiming a distinct place, separate

from moral philosophy and from economic policy applications, and finally, in the methodological and

institutional change that took place in the field of economics. Moreover, during this time, the need

to use mathematical models in economic reasoning became commonplace. The protagonists of the

marginalist revolution are mostly academic personages who strenghtened the scientific status of the

new discipline.

The time of the marginalist revolution is a relatively short period from a science historian

perspective. Although it is an oft discussed topic in the history of economic thought, there has not

been a satisfying answer to the following fundamental questions: 1) Why did the marginalist revolution

happen? 2) Why did it happen when it did? 3) Why the approach of the marginalist revolution been

accepted? Beyond these questions, however, a further challenge for sufficient answers is the fact that

marginalism is based on parallel and independently developed results in three different countries and

published in three different languages, thus it seems to be a so called parallel discovery.

Among the various historical explanations regarding the causes of the marginalist revolution,

little attention concerns those types of approaches which focus on the potential inspirations from

the wider field of other sciences and not from the narrow field of economic thinking. This kind of

historiographic method, in which the history of economic ideas is only a part of a multidisciplinary

history of science, is a powerfully enlightening, yet rarely applied approach in the history of economic

thought. The primary goal of my thesis is to contextualise the phenomena generally called ’marginalist

revolution’ in the wider context of history and philosophy of science, and thus helping us better answer

the aforementioned thesis questions.

To this end, first, I give a review of the existing historical explanations which deal with the

potential external motivations of other sciences, leading into the second part of the thesis, where I

modify or supplement them — in case of insufficiency — in order to reach a more complete story.

In the relevant literature, it was only one author, Philip Mirowski, who intended to provide an all-

inclusive explanation to the marginalist revolution based on the effect of 19th century physics. After

the portrayal of his thesis, I give a detailed criticism of that and expand on a modified thesis concerning

the potential effects of physics. Then I also discuss the potential role of biology and psychology in
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the formation of marginalism. More concretely, I focus on the inspirations from German experimental

psychology and Austrian philosophical psychology.

The detailed description of the theories of marginalist revolution’s protagonists that can be

found in the standard literature of the history of economic thought are excluded from this paper.

Instead, I focus on authors who are relevant in the connections to other sciences, but little discussed

in the history of economic thought. The paper provides the review and criticism of the existing histo-

rical explanations concerning the marginalist revolution because of their externalist parts encompass

important elements from thesis’ point of view. Original achievements are developed in the discussion

of the potential effects of physics and of psychology.

The paper consists of two main parts, one for physics and one for psychology, but the two

parts are methodologically different. In the first part I show that Mirowski’s story constitutes a

pure Lakatosian historical research program, and thus, to give its critique and modification, I had to

follow the methodology the Lakatosian historiography. In the second part I investigate the hardly

documentable network of a mostly non-linear puzzle of the change of ideas, which is full of common

causes, mazes and dead ends. In this part a much more contextualist historigraphy is applied.

The thesis’ core argument is that both the development of the science of physics and of

psychology significantly influenced the emergence of the marginalist revolution. I argue that these

historical effects were more powerful that those coming from earlier economic thinkers, and that these

effects are heavily incorporated into our present economic concepts.
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Theses

1. A significant part of the historical facts of the marginalist revolution can be explained with certain

inspirations from other sciences, and cannot be explained with the internal changes in economic

thought itself, since these latter explanations do not provide satisfying answer to the following

questions: 1) Why did the marginalist revolution happen? 2) Why did it happen at that time?

3) Why was this approach accepted? 4) Why did marginalist revolution emerge independently

and parallel from three different traditions (parallel discovery)? Why did economics become a

mathematical science?

2. The Mirowski-thesis, which derives the facts of the marginalist revolution mostly from the develop-

ment of 19th century physics, first of all, from a rational reconstruction based on the annexation

of the energy conservation principle by an analogy, draws the Lakatosian historiography since it

is composed of a pure rational (formal) reconstruction and complementary externalist arguments.

In his rational reconstruction Mirowski makes an analogy between certain main concepts (displacement–

consumed quantity, force components–prices, potential energy –utility, kinetic energy–expenditure)

of the present form of classical particle mechanics and neoclassical microeconomics. He goes on

the argue that, on the one hand, starting from the Hamilton-principle of least action, both the

equation of motion in mechanics and the equation of exchange in microeconomics can be derived;

and on the other hand, the interpretation of the concepts linked by his analogy are similar. That

is, the (present forms of the) two theories are structurally and conceptually similar and the heart

of the connecting metaphore is the energy conservation principle.

In the externalist part of the Mirowski-thesis, the author shows that many marginalists were

well trained in physics. Regarding their publications and correspondences, a strong interest

and intention can be identified in relating the two sciences. Moreover they illustrate many

economic concepts with the help of a physical analogy. The degenerating feature of Mirowski’s

argumentation can be captured in the case of those authors who do not fit into the pattern at

all – he excludes Carl Menger and Alfred Marshall from the marginalist group.

Finally, Mirowski gives an appraisal of the ’marginalist research program’ based on his recon-

struction, which leads to a critique of neoclassical economics where the imitation of physics

resulted in a contradictory theoretical system. In the appraisal he blames the protagonists of

the marginalist revolution (mainly Walras, Jevons and Fisher) with the misunderstanding of the

physical theory of their age, because they did not recognise that the conserved quantity following

from their theory is utility+expenditure, i.e., the sum of two quantities with completely different

measures that cannot be added. That is, Mirowski built a criticism of a current economic the-
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ory and an assessment of the historical facts on the research program generated by himself, the

historian, which is also a feature of the Lakatosian approach.

3. The rational reconstruction of the Mirowski-thesis which is based on a formal analogy between

the structure and concepts of rational mechanics and microeconomics is both sintactically and

semantically inconsistent.

The sintactic incosistency consists of the derivations of the optimality conditions of consumers’

utility maximization problem from the Hamiltonian principle of least action. However, starting

from Mirowski’s analogy, the specific Euler-Lagrange differential equations derived from the

Hamilton principle correspond with the first order conditions of the utility maximization problem

only in the case when the Lagrange multiplier of the consumers’ decision problem equals to unity.

Hence, in general, the solutions of the two problem differ from each other.

The semantic inconsistency can be identified on the one hand, in the interpretation of the scientific

concepts behind the symbols in Mirowski’s analogy, and on the other hand in the impossibility

to compose a complex model from his partial models. More concretely the interpretation of

prices as ’driving forces’ of consumer’s choice and expenditure as kinetic energy, instead of

parts of a (market) constraint leads to a misunderstood semantics in the microeconomic model.

Moreover, starting from Mirowski’s interpretation the model of general economic equilibrium

cannot be composed in a methodological individualistic way from the individual decisions such

as in mechanics, where the laws of motion of a system of particles can be decomposed into that

of one particle subsystems and their interactions with each other and with their environment.

4. The externalist arguments of the Mirowski-thesis that are intended to support the conclusions

derived from the rational reconstruction distort the interpretation of many historical facts.

When Mirowski cites the publications or the correspondences of the protagonists of the margi-

nalist revolution, he enumerates facts that ’ought to be’ there in the historical documents–based

on his rational reconstruction–, however are not there at all. Hence, he reads ’between the lines’

of Bertrand’s and Laurent’s letters, stating that they missed the declaration of a conservation

principle from Walras’ argumentation and he ’has to complete with missing items’ the analogical

table in Fisher’s dissertation.

5. The rational reconstruction of the Mirowski-thesis can be made consistent by a proper modification

of the formal analogy.

If one modifies Mirowski’s analogy such that the physical force components are made to cor-

respond to marginal utilities (instead of prices) and the budget constraint is interpreted as a
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holonomic scleronomic mechanical constraint (instead of the kinetic energy–expenditure cor-

respondence), then the first order conditions for consumer’s utility maximization problem and

her/his optimal choice can be derived from the Hamiltonian principle of least action using the

Euler-Lagrange differential equations with constraints, i.e. this modified analogy is sintactically

consistent. Moreover, with this modification the analogy is also semantically consistent, because

marginal utilities as driving forces and budget constraint as a holonomic mechanical constraint

form a more plausible interpretation. An additional satisfying feature of this modified analogy

is that the model of general economic equilibrium–where prices are endogenous variables–can be

composed from the individual decisions as partial submodels–where prices are taken exogeous

variables–analogously to the composition of a mechanical system from single particles.

6. The modified version of the rational reconstruction fits into the pattern of the historical facts

without distortions.

If one starts from the modified analogy, there is ’no need’ for reading between the lines of

Walras’ correspondences and completing Fisher’s table with additional items by forcing the

energy conservation principle into their train of thought, because all these historical documents

support the new rational reconstruction.

7. The modified version of the Mirowski-thesis provides an all-inclusive explanation on certain sci-

entific works of certain protagonists (L. Walras, V. Pareto, W. S. Jevons, I. Fisher) of the

marginalist revolution with the annexation of the variational principles by an analogy and not of

the energy conservation principle, i.e., the developments of the 18th and not of the 19th century

physics.

8. The works of the other protagonists’ (first of all C. Menger, F. Wieser, E. von Böhm-Bawerk,

H. H. Gossen, F. Y. Edgeworth) can be partially related to the emergence of certain schools of

German experimental psychology and Austrian philosophical psychology.

9. The inspiration of these psychologic theories does not fit into an all-inclusive explanation. Howe-

ver, the potential motivating force of certain psychologic theories can be linked to the works of

particular economists.

There is no documented relation between Hermann Heinrich Gossen and the German School of

Psychophysics. However, the parallel-emerging theories of E. Theodor Fechner’s law of sensation

from the experiments of Ernst Heinrich Weber, and Daniel Bernoulli’s logarithmic relation bet-

ween wealth and sensation of wealth contains more common elements than Gossen’s theory with

Jeremy Bentham’s utilitarism. However, there is a documented potential historical effect from

the German schools of psychophysics and experimental psychology to the Cambridge neoclassical
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school of economics, mostly to Francis Ysidro Edgeworth, but also probably to William Stanley

Jevons and to Alfred Marshall.

10. In the case of the Austrian school, probably there was a mutual interaction among psychologic

and economic theories.

With regards to the emergence of the Austrian neoclassical ideas, there is no documented direct

causal historical effect from the German or Austrian schools of psychology to the early works of

Carl Menger. However, there is a documented mutual personal and professional relation between

the members of Franz Brentano’s school of philosophical psychology and the first generation of

the Austrian school of economics (Friedrich Wieser and Eugen von Böhm-Bawerk); and hence,

because of the specific features of the Austrian academic era, there is also a probable effect from

the German and Austrian psychological schools to Menger’s later works.
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